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TRAVEL INFORM ATION

How to reach CEA if you arrive at the Airpot in Skopje
“Alexander the Great”
Skopje Alexander the Great Airport
http://skp.airports.com.mk

1. Take a bus





Take the bus “Vardar Express” http://www.vardarexpress.com/index.php?id=1&L=2
Departure Location: Arrivals level
Timetable: From 01:00 am to 20:30 pm http://www.vardarexpress.com/index.php?id=28&L=2
Tickets: can be bought at the airport from the ticket office or ticket
on the bus, 175 denars (3,00 €).

Jurney time: 25 minutes
Get off from the bus Vardar Express at Capitol Mall then follow the
instructions bellow:
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Capitol
Mall
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TRAVEL INFORM ATION

After getting off at Capitol Mall ( Prch bus stop) head northwest on Boulevard Jane
Sandanski for 70 m;
 Take the crosswalk and keep going for 150 m;
 Turn right and go straight for 13 m;
 Turn left and go straight for 160 m. CEA is on your left. (use the stairs or the
elevator to second floor).
For more information see detailed map.
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TRAVEL INFORM ATION

2. Take a taxi







Take one of the white vecicles marked with a taxi sign numbered from
1 to 65 (Airport taxi is the only company which has been authorized
by TAV Macedonia to travel passangers from the Airport)
Departure Location: the vehicles are parked at the exit of the airport
building
Timetable: 24 hours a day (no need for reservations)
Taxi fee: 1220 denars or 20 € (the price list is exhibited at the exit of
the airport and in each taxi vehicle separately)

Journey time: 19 minutes
Get off from the Airport taxi. CEA is in the building numbered 63 on the
second floor. (Use the stairs or the elevator to second floor).
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Accommodation

How to reach Hotel Continental if you arrive at the Airpot in
Skopje “Alexander the Great”
Take a taxi







Take one of the white vecicles marked with a taxi sign numbered from 1 to 65
(Airport taxi is the only company which has been authorized by TAV Macedonia to
travel passangers from the Airport)
Departure Location: the vehicles are parked at the exit of the airport building
Timetable: 24 hours a day (no need for reservations)
Taxi fee: 1220 denars or 20 € (the price list is exhibited at the exit of the airport and
in each taxi vehicle separately)
Journey time: 17 minutes.
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Other info

Important information and things you should not forget !

Electricity supply
Macedonia has between 220 and 240 volts electricity supply, 50Hz.
The power sockets are of type F, 2 round pins. This socket also works
with plug C and E. For multi-voltage appliances (laptop, etc.) you will
need a plug adapter.


Exchange office
Macedonia has its own currency (denars). It is very important to you
to convert the money into denars, so you can make payments
anywhere. (There is a fixed exchange rate, which 1 € is around 61,5
denars).
After arriving at the airport, the nearest exchange office is in arrivals
hall – International currency exchange – Macedonia.
On the other hand, you can change your money in any bank.


Weather
Average weather and updated information can be seen at:
http://www.accuweather.com/en/mk/skopje/227397/weatherforecast/227397
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Other info

Don`t forget:

Provide us with the
mobile phone number
you will use in
Macedonia

Tell us the time of your
arrival and of your
departure
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Contacts

Marjan Nikolov
President of CEA
Mobile: +389 (0)71 310 974
E-mail: makmar2000@yahoo.com

Vesna Garvanlieva
Senior economist, Project manager
Mobile: +389 (0)70 347 411
E-mail: vesna_nl@yahoo.com
Gabriela Dimovska
Senior economist
Mobile: +389 (0)76 426 867
E-mail: gabriela_dimovska@hotmail.com
Igor Mitevski
Junior economist
Mobile: +389 (0)77 656 334
E-mail: igor_sci@yahoo.com
Ana Marija Petrovska
Junior economist
Mobile: +389 (0)72 246 145
E-mail: petrovska.anamarija@yahoo.com
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Useful numbers

Taxi service
151 87 02/2431-500

First aid
194

Police
192

Fire department
193
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